
 

Workshop calls for more detailed reporting
in animal studies

October 10 2012

A workshop sponsored by NIH's National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) has produced a set of consensus
recommendations to improve the design and reporting of animal studies.
By making animal studies easier to replicate and interpret, the workshop
recommendations are expected to help funnel promising therapies to
patients.

Biomedical research involving animals has led to life-saving drugs for
heart disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, HIV-AIDS, and many other
conditions, but positive results from animal studies are sometimes
difficult to translate into successful clinical trials.

"Our goal is to ensure that preclinical animal studies are reported in
sufficient detail so that funding agencies, scientific journals and the
broader scientific community can adequately review the research and
decide how to move forward," said NINDS Director Story C. Landis,
Ph.D.

The workshop recommendations, published in the Oct. 11, 2012 issue of
Nature, apply to scientific papers as well as grant applications that
describe preclinical animal studies – those intended to develop and test
potential therapies. About 95 percent of the animals used in research are
mice and rats.

The recommendations say that all preclinical animal studies should
include details about four key aspects of research methodology:
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randomization, blinding, sample size estimation, and data handling.

Randomization means randomly assigning animals to treatment and
control groups. In a blinded study, the researchers who analyze the
results are unaware of (blinded to) which animals are in the treatment
and control groups until the analysis is complete.

Sample size estimation refers to calculating, before beginning the
experiment, the smallest number of animals that can be used per group
to detect meaningful differences between groups. Common data
handling issues include how to conduct an interim data analysis without
looking for a hoped-for result, and how to analyze outlier data. (For
example, if 24 of 25 animals improve on an experimental drug and one
gets worse, what happened? If the animal developed an illness unrelated
to the drug, should it be included in an analysis of the drug's efficacy?)
The recommendations say that these kinds of decisions need to be made
during the design of the study rather than when it is under way.

The workshop, held June 20-21, 2012 in Washington, D.C., brought
together NINDS representatives, patient advocates, and scientists from
academia and industry. Editors from Cell, the Journal of the American
Medical Association, Nature, Nature Neuroscience, Neurology, Neuron,
and Science Translational Medicine also participated.

"The goal of the workshop recommendations is to improve the quality of
scientific reporting through a shared effort," said Shai Silberberg, Ph.D.,
a program director at NINDS who helped organize the workshop.
"Achieving a meaningful change will require the cooperation of funding
agencies, journal editors and investigators, including those who volunteer
their time to review scientific manuscripts and grant applications."

Dr. Silberberg emphasized that NINDS recognizes a distinction between
animal studies to test hypotheses about potential treatments versus
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observational and exploratory studies meant to generate new hypotheses.
The recommendations focus on hypothesis-testing studies rather than
hypothesis-generating studies, he said.

The workshop recommendations also note that hypothesis-testing
preclinical studies should be designed with the same rigor as clinical
studies. In the 1990s, concerns about under-reporting and bias in clinical
studies led British and Canadian researchers to develop the Consolidated
Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement. It includes a
25-item checklist of vital information that researchers should provide
and readers should look for in write-ups of clinical studies. The
CONSORT statement has been adopted by more than half of the core
biomedical journals searchable through NIH's index of scientific
publications, PubMed.

NINDS has already taken steps to implement the recommendations. In
August 2011, the Institute published a notice in the NIH Guide for
Grants and Contracts emphasizing the importance of good study design
in grant applications. Consistent with the recommendations, NINDS has
posted a list of points for grant applicants to consider when designing
and reporting experiments, and for reviewers to consider when reading
grant applications. NINDS is evaluating ways to encourage broad
adoption of the recommendations. Possibilities include providing
additional training to investigators, and creating a checklist similar to the
CONSORT list.

  More information: Landis, SC et al. "A call for transparent reporting
to optimize the predictive value of preclinical research." Nature,
published online October 10, 2012.
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